
Robert Smith 
Lounge Manager

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Recently completed college, recent work history is min. due to being an FT 
student &amp; getting military benefits. Like being in a prof. the 
environment in whatever way needed. Can and have done most any task 
ranging from entry-level to management functions. Love working with 
people &amp; being part of a successful company.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Lounge Manager
ABC Corporation -   November 2004 – February 2006 

Responsibilities:

 In charged of setting employee schedules, hiring personnel to work 
under me, keeping an adequate supply level of products &amp; 
ordering when needing more stock, creating weekly specials &amp; 
events, setting up for larger scale events such as weddings, work 
parties, etc., keeping accurate tallies on items sold &amp; nightly 
amounts of cash brought in, obtaining bar equipment &amp; games, 
&amp; providing input at weekly management meetings on things 
needing addressed or updated or fixed, ways to improve various 
functions, &amp; possible things we could get into that may be 
profitable for the company.

 Helped set up for athletic events, do whatever tasks needed during the 
event (run scoreboards, sweep floors, line judge, chase after balls, etc.),
&amp; helped put away everything after the event concluded.

 Developed marketing plans, company logos, business plan, mission 
&amp; vision statements, etc.

 Volunteered for the Iowa Barnstormers Area Football Team during home 
game events, running the first down chains, throwing in footballs to 
referees when needing new ones, or running the game clock during the 
football games.

 Volunteered help for the Jingle Jog event that AIB hosted annually, 
providing help checking in the runners participating &amp; setting up 
markers along the track to direct runners which ways to go to make it to
the finish line.

 Managed all facets of lounge, including ordering liquor, food and 
supplies.

 Hired servers and cooks.

Lounge Manager
Delta Corporation -   2002 – 2004 

Responsibilities:

 Scheduled and supervised all bar staff including all bars at catered 
events.

 Planned bar menus with focus on increasing sales and customer 
satisfaction.

 Created drink recipes for special promotions Attempted to limit 
problems and liability related to customers excessive drinking by taking 
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SKILLS

File Management, Sales 
Records, Ad Proofing.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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steps such .
 Hiring, ordering, scheduling, inventory, maintenance, security, event 

&amp; entertainment coordination, etc.
 Supervised employees in the daily operations of the lounge to achieve 

customer satisfaction and quality service Managed daily operation of 
the gift .

 Controlled costs and labor.
 Developed popular drink recipes.

Education

Business Administration
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